Abstract-Knowing network topology is becoming increasingly important for a number of applications such as server placement [1] and traceback of DDoS attacks [2]. Recent works in modeling the Internet topology and constructing network maps have focused on the connectivity aspect. This paper describes our study on incorporating connectivity, latency, and routing information all into a network map based on a large set of traceroute data. We introduce a model for constructing such a network map. We evaluate our network map based on various Internet routing models proposed in the literature. The evaluation shows that, for those traceroute data that we are able to evaluate, at least 85% of computed hop-counts and latencies are within a factor of two of the actual values. Furthermore, we show that a flat routing model based on hopcount performs as well as more complicated routing models.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is often a need in network research to learn the topology of the Internet or other networks of interest. The knowledge of network topologies proves useful for both modeling network topology [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] and providing topological information to a number of applications and services, such as CDN placement [1] , [8] and DDoS attacks prevention [2] . While AS-level connectivity can usually be obtained from BGP routing table dumps [9] , [6] , it is generally more difficult to obtain host-level connectivity since host-level routing tables are not readily available.
Connectivity information is sufficient to describe AS-level topology since no other metrics such as latency or bandwidth can be meaningfully assigned between many large ASs. Such is not the case with host-level network maps. Since TCP's throughput is well known to be dependent on the end-to-end latency [10] , latency information are often highly useful for performance studies. In this paper, we combine connectivity, latency, and routing information all into an interface-level network map based on Internet traceroute data. We will not attempt to resolve interface aliases [11] , i.e. multiple interfaces of a single router.
There have been a number of studies [12] , [13] , [11] that focused on building host-level connectivity maps. All these mapping efforts produce only connectivity maps. Authors in [14] propose a method that computes hop-by-hop link latencies by modeling path latencies as linear combinations of individual link latencies. However, in their approach, measurement noises could make the over-defined system unsolvable. Authors in [15] infer link weights in a connectivity map using a set of constraint equations. Their approach provides the relative order of the link latencies but not the actual latency on individual links. They also assume that Internet routing uses the shortest path in latency, which we show is not accurate.
Instead of proposing a network topology generator in this paper, we are interested in utilizing a given set of Internet measurements to generate the most comprehensive network map covered by the measurements. Our contributions in this paper include 1) a detailed study on how to incorporate link latencies into topology construction, 2) a survey of routing models that can be used for path computations, and, 3) an evaluation of the network map showing that we can indeed compute hop-count and latency information with reasonable accuracy on this network map.
In this paper, we first explain our solutions in Section II. In Section III, we survey a number of routing models used to compute end-to-end latencies on our network map. We evaluate our network map in Section IV and conclude in Section V. Figure 1 illustrates our approach to constructing a fullfeatured network map. We separate a network map into three layers of information. The bottom layer is the connectivity information. The middle layer has static link information such as minimum link latency and nominal bandwidth. In this study, the minimum link latency is the sum of propagation delay on each physical link and the router processing delay under no load. There are a number of studies [16] , [17] , [18] that address the dynamics of the Internet routing, which can be incorporated into a static network map. We also define network routing in order to compute end-to-end network metrics, which is presented in Section III.
II. BUILDING A NETWORK MAP WITH LATENCIES

A. Computing Individual Link Latency
We used a previously collected set of traceroute data, from a number of traceroute gateways to clients extracted from log files of five web sites. The detailed description of the data collection procedure can be found in [1] . There are a total of 2,306,560 individual traceroute runs in our data collection. Approximately 2% of them are unusable due to outages in the traceroute gateways.
To obtain the latency information on a connectivity map, we compute individual link latencies on every traceroute path independently. For each link, we first obtain a RTT samples between the source traceroute gateway and each of the two router interfaces connected by the link. We then subtract the two RTT samples to obtain the link latency. The link latency here is actually a round-trip latency since we subtract two RTT samples. For simplicity, we will refer to it simply as link latency. Based on hop-by-hop subtraction, we can compute latencies for all links that appear in the traceroute matter experts for publication in the IEEE GLOBECOM 2005 proceedings. This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject data. Here we assume a Internet path is symmetric. We discuss how we handle asymmetric paths in our technical report [19] .
B. Constructing A Network Map with Latencies
The most important step in our construction is getting accurate latency information between a source traceroute gateway and intermediate router interfaces. In this section, we first describe how we obtain these latencies and then give a detailed step-by-step procedure to building an interface-level network map.
Our initial attempt to perform hop-by-hop subtraction is to subtract RTT samples of adjacent router interfaces in each traceroute run and filter link latencies if there are multiple samples for each link latency. However, RTT samples from a single traceroute (at most three) are generally very noisy. Subtracting these noisy samples will likely produce large margins of error in latency computation. A better approach is to collect all RTT samples for each source-destination pair and filter the samples to obtain a single value. We filter RTT samples for all source-destination pairs and then perform hop-by-hop subtraction of these filtered values. 1 . Our mapconstruction procedure is as follows: 1)
Step 1: We organize traceroute output according to the individual source traceroute gateway. For each source traceroute gateway, we generate two sets of data. The first set contains RTT samples between the source traceroute gateway and all intermediate router interfaces and all destinations.
Step 2 describes the generation of this data set. The second set contains all intermediate router interfaces on the path from the traceroute gateway to each destination endhost.
Step 3 describes the generation of the second data set.
2)
Step 2: There are usually a number of RTT sample between the traceroute gateway and most of the router interfaces. We apply our filtering procedure to each set of RTT samples to obtain a single value. We discover that a router can sometimes be reached by the source traceroute gateway via a number of different paths. Therefore, RTT samples between the same pair of traceroute gateway and destination must be further identified by the exact path to which they belong. Ideally, the complete path discovered by traceroute should be used to identify the set of RTT samples from a source to a destination; however, the storage and computation cost would be overwhelming if we were to do it for every source-destination pair. We observe that most paths branch out around the fourth hop, likely because it takes approximately four hops to reach transit backbone networks. We use the fourth-hop router interface on every path to identify RTT samples on that path. We discard a small number (fewer than .1%) of traceroute runs that are missing the fourth-hop router interfaces.
3)
Step 3: In order to perform hop-by-hop subtraction, we also need the exact path traversed from each source to each destination in the traceroute data. When a traceroute run has responses from all intermediate routers, we simply record the IP address of each router interface encountered. However, many traceroute runs are missing one or more router interfaces. Skipping the missing interfaces by establishing a virtual link between the last known interface and the next available interface would create a semantic inconsistency 1 Detail of our filtering procedure can be found in [19] since some link latencies would be virtual link latencies. To have a consistent notion of link latency, we decide to only allow real links in the network map. The cost of not establishing a virtual link is that parts of the network may be disconnected if there is only one outgoing path, and an intermediate router interface on that path did not respond to traceroute. Another problem that prevents us from recording IP addresses directly is that some router interfaces discovered have private IP addresses [20] . These private IP addresses can not simply be added to the path list since many ISPs allocate addresses from the same ranges of private IP address, e.g., the 10.255.255.255 range. We omit private IP addresses and connect together two router interfaces that come immediately before and after the private IP addresses. This is different from missing router interfaces because, to the rest of the Internet, two router interfaces that come before and after a router interface using private IP address are directly connected.
4)
Step 4: The two sets of data give both latency and path information from each traceroute gateway to all IP addresses reached by the traceroute gateway. We compute link latencies by doing hop-by-hop subtraction of latencies of paths originated at each traceroute gateway. From the collection of link latencies for each traceroute gateway, we extract the connected components with at least 100 IP addresses to form the individual traceroute-gateway map. We then combine the individual traceroute-gateway maps into an aggregate network map. There may be multiple samples for the same link latency from different traceroute gateways. We apply the same filtering technique again to obtain a single link latency. Finally, we extract the largest connected component from this aggregate map as the interfacelevel network map.
There are many imperfections in our construction of the network map, such as the filtering technique, the identification of RTT samples using the fourth-hop router. We have identified three main challenges to building an accurate network map with latency information: asymmetry of Internet paths in the forward and reverse directions, RTT measurement noise, and instability of Internet routes and network topologies. The first two challenges are relevant to network maps with latency information. The last one is also relevant to connectivity maps. Due to space limit, we are not able to elaborate these challenges and our solutions in this paper. The details can be found in an extended version of this paper [19] .
III. ROUTING MODELS
The interface-level network map generated has both connectivity information and link latency information. To compute end-to-end latencies between host pairs in a network, we also need a model of network routing. We will examine simple models based on Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm as well as a number of policy-routing models proposed by previous works [21] , [7] , [22] .
A. One-Level Routing Models
Under one-level model, we assume a flat routing hierarchy, which is not used in today's Internet. We study the flat model to see whether this simple model can generate accurate endto-end network metrics in our network map. We assume a one-level routing protocol that finds the shortest path between matter experts for publication in the IEEE GLOBECOM 2005 proceedings. This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject two hosts in the network. We use Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to compute three types of shortest paths: shortest paths in latency, router-level hop-count, and AS-level hopcount. In cases the algorithm finds multiple paths with the same number of hop-counts between two IP addresses, we select the path with the minimum latency. As the final tiebreaker, we select the path with the smaller IP address for the first router interface that differs between two paths. We use router-level hop-counts as tie-breakers for Dijkstra's shortestpath algorithm in latency.
B. Two-Level Routing Models
A two-level routing model is more realistic in the sense that it separates routing on the AS level from routing inside a single AS. The routing is first done on an AS topology, and then Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in hop-count is run for routing inside each AS. We adopt the approach used in [7] , [22] to compute an AS overlay on top of our interface-level network map. We obtain an AS connectivity map during the same time period when the traceroute data was collected from NLANR [9] , which contains 8,259 unique ASs. We then map each IP address into the AS that advertises the network address that has the longest common prefix as the IP address. We map all IP addresses into 2,469 of the 8,259 unique ASs.
We also incorporate the modeling of AS peering relationship studied in [21] . The policy-routing model in [21] infers relationships such as customer-provider or peer-to-peer based on AS degrees. This model only accepts paths that do not violate peering relationships. For example, it will not allow an AS path connecting two providers through one of their shared customers. Likewise, we also classify AS relationships into two categories: customer-provider and peer-to-peer. We use two parameters {m, T } to capture AS relationships. We assume a provider AS will always have a degree that is at least m (multiplier) times that of its customer, and we further assume that a provider must have a degree of at least T (T hreshold). We will omit T when we do not place the requirement on AS degree in our evaluation.
To model the AS-level policy routing, we adopt the model used in [22] . Under this model, an invalid AS path is one where a provider-customer link is followed by zero or more peer-to-peer links, and then followed by a customer-provider link. In our path computation, we don't explicitly forbid such a path since doing so often eliminates all paths connecting two interfaces due to limitations in our policy routing model; instead, we assign a large AS hop-count to the link that violates the AS path hierarchy, i.e. the customer-provider up link that appears after a provider-customer down link. Thus, when our policy routing model fails, there would still be a path, which has the fewest violations, connecting two interfaces. We examine the percentage of path violations, for m = 2, the percentage is between 10% and 15% for most traceroute gateways. The percentage drops to around 5% for m = 10.
We use Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm as the basic algorithm for all two-level routing models. To compute the path between two IP addresses in our map, we first compute an AS path that traverses the fewest AS hops. Inside each AS, we always select the path with the fewest interface-level hop-counts. If more than one path with the fewest AS hops exist, we then select the path with the fewest interface-level hops, and then those with smallest latencies if two or more paths are again identical. Finally, we will select the path with the smallest AS numbers.
IV. EVALUATION OF THE NETWORK MAP
We are able to construct an interface-level network map consisting of 85,007 IP addresses and 162,821 links with latency information. In this section, we will first study the coverage of the Internet by our network map. We then present evaluation results on computed network metrics. There are two implications with evaluating the map. First, we want to validate our methodology of constructing network maps. Second, a routing model that reasonably duplicates end-to-end network metrics can provide a way to substitute computation for storage. Instead of storing all pairs of latencies or hopcounts among hosts in a network, we could simply store link latency and connectivity information and use the routing algorithm to compute reasonably accurate network metrics.
A. Map Coverage
Even though our study is not focused on obtaining the most complete network map of the Internet, we are still interested in learning how much of the Internet our network map actually covers. In terms of AS coverage, even though only 30% of ASs are mapped into our interface-level network map, all ASs (26) with degrees larger than 100 and 302 out of 366 ASs with degrees larger than 10 are covered by our network map. We also compare our network map against previously published network maps [11] , which contains 228,298 IP addresses. Only 13,662 IP addresses are common to both maps, which means that only 16.1% of the IP addresses in our map are in their map. Given the large number of non-overlapping IP addresses, we feel that it is likely that both maps are incomplete at least in terms of end-host coverage.
In [23] , the authors find that given a set of destinations, six or seven measurement hosts are enough to discover most of the IP addresses that would be discovered with a larger number of measurement hosts. Considering that we use 50 traceroute gateways as measurement hosts in our data collection, we attribute the existence of the large number of IP addresses that have not been discovered to the limitation of our destination set, in terms of either the number or the distribution of IP addresses.
B. Accuracy of Computed Network Metrics
We validate the interface-level network map by comparing the end-to-end metrics in the traceroute runs and those computed on the network map. The end-to-end metrics that we are able to compare are latencies and hop-counts. Since we only have real hop-count and latency information for those interface pairs appearing in the traceroute output, we will only be able to compare the end-to-end metrics for these interface pairs. Even though we use the term "end-to-end," we also compare the metrics between end-hosts and intermediate routers interfaces since we want to evaluate as much of the map as possible, not just those involving end-hosts.
To evaluate latencies in the network map, we find all sourcedestination pairs in the network map that have corresponding matching pairs in the traceroute data. We are able to find a total of 3,029,584 matching pairs out of 3,626,233 in the parsed traceroute data. We are not able to match all pairs because some interfaces are disconnected from the map due to missing intermediate routers in the traceroute data. Figure 2 and 3 show the distributions of hop-counts and latencies, respectively, under various routing models along with the actual distributions. The x-axis is either hop-count or latency in ms, and the y-axis is the CDF of the network metric. The curve labeled "plain AS model" is one where the customer-provider relationship is strictly enforced-the AS with larger degree is always the provider. All other curves are as indicated by their labels. In Figure 2 , hop-counts computed by Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in latency are significantly larger than the actual hop-counts. In searching for the shortest latency paths, Dijkstra's algorithm has to find "short-cuts" that are are the shortest in latency, but longer in hop-count, than the actual paths. Hop-counts computed by Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in hop-count are shorter than hop-counts of the actual paths. However, the two distributions are qualitatively similar, the computed distribution is essentially the actual distribution shifted to the left by five hops. The distributions computed by the two-level models are almost identical and are in between the actual distribution and the distribution computed by Dijkstra's shortesthop-count algorithm. In Figure 3 , as expected, the latencies computed by Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in latency are significantly smaller than the actual latencies. In addition, the computed distribution shows qualitative difference since a large percentage (70%) of the latencies are smaller than 50 ms compared to only 15% in case of the actual distribution. In Figure 3 , all other routing models under-estimate latencies in the network map. The distributions under these routing models are similar to the actual latency distribution in the sense that there are significant number (20%) of large latencies (greater than 200 ms), and the number of latencies less than 50 ms is smaller than 20%. We observe that even though the two-level routing models use very different parameters, they all have very similar performance, which is consistent with the finding in [22] that there is little performance difference between a simple model of policy routing and more realistic models.
We also examine the errors between computed network metrics and actual network metrics. We will first discuss the errors in terms of hop count. We compare the computed hopcount under each model with the actual hop-count for each pair of matched IP addresses. We show the distributions of the actual errors in hop-count in Figure 4 , and the distributions of percentage errors, computed by dividing errors in hop-count by actual hop-counts, in Figure 5 . Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm on latency has larger margins of errors both in terms of absolute error in hop-count and in terms of percentage error compared to the two-level routing models. We note that such errors are generally exclusively under-estimation errors. Our results are in good agreement with the findings in [7] where the inflation in router hop-counts by Internet policy routing is generally not more than ten hops as indicated in Figure 4 . Furthermore, in Figure 5 , we find only 5% of the paths computed using Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in hop-count are inflated by more than a factor of two, i.e., the computed values are within -50% to 100% of the actual values. This is also in good agreement with the result in [7] .
When we examine the error in terms of latency, we examine latencies smaller than 200 ms and those smaller than five AS model m=10 AS model m=10 T=20 Fig. 8 . Ordering of latencies for paths rooted at each traceroute gateway. seconds separately. We make this separation to ensure that errors are not exceedingly large for smaller latency values. Latency error and the percent latency error for those smaller than 200 ms is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. Again, Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in latency produces many underestimated latencies. Almost 80% of computed paths have latencies smaller by at least 50 ms, and 90% of the computed latencies are less than half of the actual ones. Clearly, Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in latency is not a realistic routing model for network maps. The rest of the routing models produce very similar results with Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in hop-count slightly outperforming the rest. Nearly 40% of the computed latencies are within 20 ms of the actual latencies. There are a relative small percentage (less than 15%) of latencies that are off by more than 50 ms. We note that in Fig. 7 , we observe that the vast majority of latencies are within a factor of two of the actual latencies. Approximately 15% of the latencies are outside of this range. We also have similar results for those latencies smaller than five seconds, which is not shown here due to space limit.
As a final evaluation of the network map, we want to test whether orderings of the network metrics are preserved through computation under various routing models. By this, we mean whether a network metric has the same ordering in the actual data set as it is computed under a particular routing model. For certain applications, such as the closest-server selection, knowing the correct ordering of latencies between a client and a set of servers will allow the client to incur the least access latency. We examine the ordering of hop-counts and latencies of paths rooted at each of the 49 traceroute gateways. For each traceroute gateway and every pairs of destination IP addresses reachable by the traceroute gateway, we examine the ordering of hop-counts and latencies from the traceroute gateway to the two IP addresses. The ordering under a particular routing model is correct if it matches the ordering in the actual network metrics. We compute the percentage of correct orderings for each gateway and then plot the CDF of the 49 percentages in Fig. 8 . Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in latency again has the lowest percentage of correct orderings, while Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in hop-count has the highest percentage of correct orderings. All other routing models are essentially equivalent with the one-level model in hop-count slightly outperforming two-level routing models. The mean ordering accuracy is around 78%, which is a larger improvement over random ordering. It is clear that having such a network map will improve the ordering of latencies and hop-counts over random ordering. We also have similar results for the percentage of the correct hop-count ordering.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we describe a model for building a comprehensive network map with more than just connectivity information. We combine connectivity, latency, and routing information into an interface-level network map based on a large collection of traceroute data. In our evaluation, we found that Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm in latency is not an appropriate routing model for computing network metrics on interface-level network maps, while a one-level routing model based on shortest hop-count generates the most accurate network metrics of all the routing models studied despite the use of more sophisticated two-level routing models used. Our results are consistent with the finding in [22] . We note that this is only our first step at building a more comprehensive network map. Future work includes improving routing models, identifying routing instability, and minimizing its effects.
